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Abstract

We conjecture a description of the vertex (chiral) algebras of the (0,2) nonlinear sigma models on smooth
quintic threefolds. We provide evidence in favor of the conjecture by connecting our algebras to the coho-
mology of a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf. We discuss CY/LG correspondence in this setting.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to show that the vertex algebra approach to toric mirror symmetry is
suitable for working with the (0,2) theories. Compared to their (2,2) cousins, (0,2) nonlinear
sigma models are poorly understood. There has been a renewed recent interest in them, see for
example [9]. This paper aims to provide a concrete tool for various calculations in the theories.
We focus our attention on the quintic case, but most of our techniques are applicable in a much
wider context.

Let us review the basics of the vertex algebra approach to mirror symmetry. In the very impor-
tant paper [12] Malikov, Schechtman and Vaintrob have constructed the so-called chiral de Rham
complex, which is a sheaf of vertex (in physics literature chiral) algebras over a given smooth
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manifold X. Its cohomology should be viewed as the large Kähler limit of the space of states of
the half-twisted theory for the type II string models with target X, see [10].1

The chiral de Rham complex MSV(X) is defined locally. Thus, it does not carry the informa-
tion about instanton corrections. It is expected that one should be able (in the simply connected
case) to construct a deformation of its cohomology that would incorporate these corrections,
along the lines of the construction of quantum cohomology. However, this construction is not
presently known.

In the case when X is a hypersurface in a Fano toric variety, an ad hoc deformation has been
defined in [1], motivated by Batyrev’s mirror symmetry. Specifically, let M1 and N1 be dual
lattices (in this paper this simply means free abelian groups), and let � and �∨ be dual reflexive
polytopes in them. Consider extended dual lattices M = M1 ⊕ Z and N = N1 ⊕ Z and cones
K = R�0(�,1) ∩ M and K∨ = R�0(�

∨,1) ∩ N in them. Then the vertex algebras of mirror
symmetry are defined in [1] as the cohomology of the lattice vertex algebra FockM ⊕N by the
differential

Df,g = Resz=0

( ∑
m∈�

fmm ferm(z)e
∫

mbos(z) +
∑

n∈�∨
gnn

ferm(z)e
∫

nbos(z)

)

where fm and gn are complex parameters. This construction may be extended to a more general
setting of Gorenstein dual cones. The resulting algebras have numerous nice properties, studied
in [2]. In particular, they admit N = 2 structures and their chiral rings can be calculated. This
approach is somewhat different from the gauged linear sigma model approach of [14] since it
is based on the classical description of toric varieties in terms of their fans, as opposed to the
homogeneous coordinate ring construction of Cox.

This paper is dealing with a certain generalization of the theory known as (0,2) nonlinear
sigma model. One major difference is that the tangent bundle T X is replaced by another vector
bundle E with the same first and second Chern classes. The influential paper of Witten [14]
describes such theories for the case of the hypersurfaces in the projective space. In this paper we
will specifically focus on the quintic threefolds in P

4, although our techniques are valid in any
dimension.

As in [14, (6.39)–(6.40)], we consider a homogeneous polynomial G of degree 5 in the
homogeneous coordinates xi on P

4 and five polynomials Gi of degree four in these coordi-
nates with the property

∑
i xiG

i = 0. Equivalently, we consider five polynomials of degree four
Ri = ∂iG + Gi . Witten has constructed (physically) a one-dimensional family of (0,2) theories
that interpolates between the Calabi–Yau and the Landau–Ginzburg phases. The Calabi–Yau the-
ory in question is defined by the quintic G = 0, but with a vector bundle that is a deformation of
the tangent bundle, given by Gi . We argue that the half-twisted theories for these data are given
by the cohomology of the lattice vertex algebra FockM ⊕N by the differential

D(F ·),g = Resz=0

( ∑
m∈�

0�i�4

F i
mm

ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z) +

∑
n∈�∨

gnn
ferm(z)e

∫
nbos(z)

)

1 There is an alternative interpretation of chiral de Rham complex in the works of Heluani and coauthors, see for
example [4]. We thank the referee for pointing this out to us.
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where F i = xiR
i are degree 5 polynomials that generalize the logarithmic derivatives of the

equation of the quintic (see Section 3 for details). Equivalently, one can take the cohomology of
FockM ⊕K∨ by the above differential D(F ·),g . We denote these vertex algebras by V(F ·),g . In the
case when F i = xi∂if are logarithmic derivatives of some degree five polynomial f , we have
V(F ·),g = Vf,g , i.e. these algebras generalize the usual vertex algebras of mirror symmetry.

We consider a natural “limit” of the algebras V(F ·),g for fixed F i , given by the cohomology of
the so-called partial (deformed in [1]) lattice vertex algebra FockΣ

M ⊕N by the above differential
D(F ·),g . Our main result is Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.1. The cohomology of FockΣ
M ⊕K∨ with respect to D(F ·),g is isomorphic to the co-

homology of a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf on the quintic
∑4

i=0 F i = 0 given by Ri .

The twisted chiral de Rham sheaf in question is the one studied in [6–8]. It appears that our
construction provides, rather unexpectedly, a specific choice among such sheaves, which was
pointed to us by Malikov. In another limit we expect to see the Landau–Ginzburg phase of the
theory. Thus, the CY/LG correspondence considered in [14] is manifest in our construction.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the construction of [1] as it applies
to the case of quintics in P

4. We recall the Calabi–Yau and Landau–Ginzburg correspondence
in this setting. In Section 3, we define the vertex algebras for the (0,2) sigma model of the
quintic, see Definition 3.1. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the technical result Theorem 4.1
which is necessary to apply the method of [1] to this setting. Theorem 4.1 may be of independent
interest, as it gives a novel way of constructing a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf in some cases.
In Section 5, we prove the main Theorem 5.1. In Section 6, we discuss further properties of the
vertex algebras for (0,2) models on the quintic that follow from the techniques of [1] and [2].
Specifically, we focus on the description of their chiral rings. Finally, in Section 7 we sketch
some future directions of research.

2. Overview of vertex operator algebras of mirror symmetry for the quintic

For a smooth manifold X, the chiral de Rham complex MSV(X) is a sheaf of vertex algebras
on X constructed in [12]. In a given coordinate system near a point on X this sheaf is generated
by 4 dimX free fields bi , φi , ψi , ai with the operator product expansions (OPEs)

ai(z)b
j (w) ∼ δ

j
i (z − w)−1, φi(z)ψj (w) ∼ δi

j (z − w)−1

and all the others nonsingular. Here the fields a and b are bosonic and fields φ and ψ are
fermionic. The b fields transform like coordinates on X. Products of b and φ transform un-
der the coordinate changes as differential k-forms (where k is the number of φ factors). Products
of b and ψ transform as polyvector fields.

The sheaf MSV(X) carries a natural conformal structure, in fact it contains a natural N = 1
algebra in it. If, in addition, X is a Calabi–Yau manifold, then depending on a choice of nowhere
vanishing holomorphic volume form (up to constant), the N = 1 structure can be extended to
N = 2 structure, see [12].

For a manifold X, the cohomology H ∗(MSV(X)) of the chiral de Rham complex on it pro-
vides a fascinating invariant. It inherits the vertex algebra structure from the chiral de Rham
complex. Its natural N = 1 structure is extended to a natural N = 2 structure when X is a
Calabi–Yau (in fact if X is in addition compact, then the choice of the volume form is unique up
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to scaling, so the N = 2 structure is canonically defined). From the string theory point of view
H ∗(MSV(X)) can be thought of as a large Kähler limit of the space of half-twisted type II string
theory with target X, see [10].

We will now review the (fairly) explicit description of the cohomology of the chiral de Rham
complex for a smooth quintic in P

4, which was obtained in [1]. We will also describe the coho-
mology of the chiral de Rham complex for the canonical bundle W over P4.

Consider the dual lattices M and N defined as

M :=
{
(a0, . . . , a4) ∈ Z

5,
∑

ai = 0 mod 5
}
; N := Z

5 +Z

(
1

5
, . . . ,

1

5

)

with the usual dot product pairing. We introduce elements deg = (1, . . . ,1) ∈ M and deg∨ =
( 1

5 , . . . , 1
5 ) in N .

The cone K in M is defined by the inequalities ai � 0. The intersection of K with the hy-
perplane • · deg∨ = 1 is the polytope � ∈ M . This is a four-dimensional simplex which is the
convex hull of (5,0,0,0,0), . . . , (0,0,0,0,5). The dual cone K∨ in N is also defined by non-
negativity of the coordinates. The polytope �∨ = K∨ ∩ {deg · • = 1} is the simplex with vertices
(1,0,0,0,0), . . . , (0,0,0,0,1). The only other lattice point of �∨ is deg∨.

Remark 2.1. The lattice points in � correspond to monomials of degree 5 in homogeneous
coordinates on P

4 while the lattice points in �∨ correspond to codimension one torus strata on
the canonical bundle W over P4.

We will now describe briefly the construction of the vertex algebras FockM ⊕N and
FockΣ

M ⊕N , following [1]. We start with the vertex algebra Fock0⊕0 generated by 10 free bosonic
and 10 free fermionic fields based on the lattice M ⊕ N with operator product expansions

mbos(z)nbos(w) ∼ m · n
(z − w)2

, m ferm(z)n ferm(w) ∼ m · n
(z − w)

and all other OPEs nonsingular. We then consider the lattice vertex algebra FockM ⊕N with
additional vertex operators e

∫
mbos(z)+nbos(z) (with the appropriate cocycle, see [1]). They satisfy

e
∫

mbos
1 (z)+nbos

1 (z)e
∫

mbos
2 (w)+nbos

2 (w) = (z − w)m1·n2+m2·n1 e
∫

mbos
1 (z)+nbos

1 (z)+mbos
2 (w)+nbos

2 (w) (2.1)

with the normal ordering implicitly applied. Here the right-hand side needs to be expanded at
z = w.

Consider the (generalized) fan Σ in N given as follows. Its maximum-dimensional cones are
generated by deg∨, −deg∨ and four out of the five vertices of �∨. It is the preimage in N of
the fan of P4 given by the images of the generators of �∨ in N/Zdeg∨. Then define the partial
lattice vertex algebra FockΣ

M ⊕N by setting the product in (2.1) to zero if n1 and n2 do not lie in
the same cone of Σ . We similarly define the vertex algebras FockM ⊕K∨ and FockΣ

M ⊕K∨ .
The following results have been proved in [1].

Proposition 2.2. Let W → P4 be the canonical bundle. Then the cohomology of the chiral de
Rham complex MSV(W) is isomorphic to the cohomology of FockΣ ∨ with respect to the
M ⊕K
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differential

Dg = Resz=0

∑
n∈�∨

gnn
ferm(z)e

∫
nbos(z)

for any collection of nonzero numbers gn, n ∈ �∨.

Proposition 2.3. The cohomology of the chiral de Rham complex of a smooth quintic
F(x0, . . . , x4) = 0 which is transversal to the torus strata is given by the cohomology of
FockΣ

M ⊕K by the differential

Df,g = Resz=0

( ∑
m∈�

fmm ferm(z)e
∫

mbos(z) +
∑

n∈�∨
gnn

ferm(z)e
∫

nbos(z)

)

where gn are arbitrary nonzero numbers and fm is the coefficient of F by the corresponding
monomial.

The cohomology of the chiral de Rham complex should be viewed as just an approximation to
the true physical vertex algebra of the half-twisted theory. It has been conjectured in [1] that the
effect of adding instanton corrections to this algebra must correspond to the removal of the super-
script Σ in the calculation of the cohomology. Crucially, while the cohomology of FockΣ

M ⊕K∨
with respect to Df,g is independent from g (as long as all gn are nonzero), the cohomology of
FockM ⊕K∨ with respect to Df,g depends on it.

Definition 2.4. Fix F and the corresponding fm. As the gn vary, consider the family of vertex
algebras Vf,g which are the cohomology of FockM ⊕K∨ with respect to the differential

Df,g = Resz=0

( ∑
m∈�

fmm ferm(z)e
∫

mbos(z) +
∑

n∈�∨
gnn

ferm(z)e
∫

nbos(z)

)
.

We call this a family of vertex algebras of mirror symmetry associated to the quintic F = 0.

The vertex algebras of mirror symmetry provide a useful way of thinking about the so-called
Calabi–Yau and Landau–Ginzburg (CY–LG) correspondence for the N = 2 theories related to
the quintic, which we describe below.

There are a priori six parameters in Definition 2.4, that correspond to the values of gn for
n = deg∨ or the vertices vi of the simplex �∨. However, up to torus symmetry, the algebra
depends only on (

∏
i gvi

)/g5
deg∨ , where vi are the vertices of �∨. Indeed, for any linear function

r : N →C one can rescale e
∫

nbos(z) to er(n)e
∫

nbos(z). This will not change the OPEs of any fields
in question. This shows that the collection gn can be replaced by gner(n) for any r .

Let us now pick a piecewise-linear real-valued function ρ which is strongly convex on Σ .
If we rescale e

∫
nbos(z) to eλρ(n)e

∫
nbos(z) for λ → ∞, we see that the OPEs of the new vertex

operators start to approach those for FockΣ
M ⊕K∨ . This implies that as the ratio (

∏
i gvi

)/g5
deg∨

approaches 0, the vertex algebras of mirror symmetry approach (in some rather weak sense) the
cohomology of the chiral de Rham complex on the quintic. Specifically, while it is not known if
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the family of algebras stays flat after taking the quotient by Df,g , it is still reasonable to think of
the cohomology of chiral de Rham complex of F = 0 as a limit of Vf,g . Similarly, as this ratio
approaches to 0 one gets to the so-called orbifold point on the Kähler moduli space of the theory,
which is in the Landau–Ginzburg region of the moduli space. While the Df,g cohomology in
fact jumps at the orbifold point (see [5]), we still want to think of the family Vf,g as interpolating
between the Calabi–Yau and the Landau–Ginzburg phases of the theory.

3. Vertex algebras of (0,2) nonlinear sigma models for the quintic

In the influential paper [14] Witten has, in particular, considered a CY–LG correspondence for
some (0,2) models. The key observation of our paper is that we can very naturally modify the
vertex algebras of mirror symmetry for the quintic to accommodate this larger class of theories.
The goal of this section is to give a definition of the vertex algebras of the (0,2) sigma models
for the quintic, analogous to Definition 2.4.

Specifically, in [14, (6.39)–(6.40)] Witten considered a homogeneous polynomial G of de-
gree 5 in the variables xi and five polynomials Gi in variables xi with

∑
i xiG

i = 0 and has
constructed (physically) a one-dimensional family of theories that interpolates from the Calabi–
Yau to the Landau–Ginzburg phases. The Calabi–Yau theory in question is defined by the quintic
G = 0, but with the vector bundle that is a deformation of the tangent bundle, given by Gi .

Clearly, the above data are equivalent to a collection of five polynomials of degree four in xi

which are given by Ri = ∂iG + Gi . Indeed, G can then be uniquely recovered as 1
5

∑
i xiR

i .
Equivalently, we may consider five polynomials F i = xiR

i which are of degree 5 with the prop-
erty that F i |xi=0 = 0. In this language, the quintic is simply

∑
i F

i = 0.

Definition 3.1. As in Section 2 consider the vertex algebra FockM ⊕K∨ . Define by mi the basis
of MQ which is dual to the basis of NQ given by the vertices of �∨. Consider the differential

D(F ·),g = Resz=0

( ∑
m∈�

0�i�4

F i
mm

ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z) +

∑
n∈�∨

gnn
ferm(z)e

∫
nbos(z)

)

where gn are six generic complex numbers and F i
m is the coefficient of the monomial of degree

5 of F i that corresponds to m. We call the corresponding cohomology spaces V(F ·),g the vertex
algebras of the (0,2) sigma model on

∑
i F

i = 0.

The above definition implicitly assumes that D(F ·),g is a differential, but this requires a veri-
fication.

Proposition 3.2. The above-defined D(F ·),g is a differential and the cohomology inherits the
structure of a vertex algebra.

Proof. We need to show that all modes of the corresponding field of the algebra anti-
commute with each other. This means verifying that the OPEs of F i

mm
ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z) and

gnn
ferm(z)e

∫
nbos(z) with each other and themselves are nonsingular. The only interesting cases

are the OPEs between the above two operators. There are three possibilities: n = deg∨, n is a
vertex of �∨ that corresponds to i and n is some other vertex.
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Case 1. n = deg∨. Because m · deg∨ = 1, the OPE of the bosonic terms e
∫

mbos(z) and e
∫

nbos(z)

will start with (z − w)1, which counteracts the (z − w)−1 from the fermionic terms.
Case 2. n is a vertex of �∨ equal to i. Because F i |xi=0 = 0, we may assume that m corre-

sponds to a monomial that is divisible by xi . Thus, m · n � 1 and we proceed as in the previous
case.

Case 3. n is some other vertex of �∨. Then mi · n = 0 and the fermionic OPE has no pole at
z = w. The bosonic OPE has no pole either, because m ·n � 0. Thus the OPE is nonsingular. �
Remark 3.3. If one uses the same N -part of the differential Df,g but attempts to consider various

elements of M ferm(z)e
∫

�bos(z) for the M-part, the condition of being a differential is equivalent
to it being given by Definition 3.1 for some F i with F i |xi=0 = 0.

Remark 3.4. In the original setting of the vertex algebras of mirror symmetry, the cohomology
with respect to Df,g inherited an N = 2 structure from FockM ⊕K∨ which was generated by the
fields M ferm · Nbos − ∂z deg ferm and Mbos · N ferm − ∂z(deg∨) ferm. Typically, this structure does
not super-commute with the differential D(F ·),g and thus does not descend to the cohomology
V(F ·),g . However, part of the structure still descends, as is shown below.

Proposition 3.5. Consider the Virasoro algebra and affine U(1) algebras on FockM ⊕K∨ which
are given by

L(z) :=
∑

i

mbos
i nbos

i +
∑

i

(
∂zm

ferm
i

)
n

ferm
i − ∂z

(
deg∨)bos

,

J (z) :=
∑

i

m
ferm
i n

ferm
i + degbos −(

deg∨)bos
.

Here mi and ni are elements of a dual basis. These fields commute with D(F ·),g and thus descend
to V(F ·),g .

Proof. The parts of the differential that correspond to n ∈ �∨ have already been considered
in [1]. The OPEs of the remaining terms with J are computed by

m
ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z)J (w) ∼ (−m

ferm
i e

∫
mbos(z) + m

ferm
i e

∫
mbos(z))

(z − w)
∼ 0.

The OPEs with L are a bit more bothersome. We have

m
ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z)L(w) ∼ (z − w)−1m

ferm
i (z)

(−mbos(w)e
∫

mbos(z)
)

+ (z − w)−1(−∂zm
ferm
i e

∫
mbos(z)

) + ∂w

(
(z − w)−1m

ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z)

)
∼ (z − w)−2m

ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z) + (z − w)−1(−m

ferm
i mbos − ∂zm

ferm
i

)
e
∫

mbos

∼ (z − w)−2m
ferm
i (w)e

∫
mbos(w)

which shows that the differential acts trivially on the corresponding field. �
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Remark 3.6. Given the match of the data, the reader should already find it plausible that the
algebras V(F ·),g are the algebras of the (0,2) models considered in [14]. In what follows we will
strengthen their connection to the (0,2) models by showing that analogous “limit” algebra which
is the cohomology of FockΣ

M ⊕K∨ with respect to D(F ·),g is isomorphic to the cohomology of an
analog of the chiral de Rham complex defined for deformations of the chiral de Rham complex in
[7,8]. We closely follow [1] and overcome the fairly minor technical difficulties that occur along
the way.

4. A cohomology construction of a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf in a particular case

Let X be a smooth manifold. Let E be a vector bundle on X such that c1(E) = c1(T X) and
c2(E) = c2(T X). Assume further that ΛdimXE is isomorphic to ΛdimXT X, and, moreover, pick
a choice of such isomorphism. Then one can construct a collection of sheaves MSV(X,E) of
vertex algebras on X, which differ by regluings given by elements of H 1(X, (Λ2T X∨)closed),
see [6–8]. Locally, any such sheaf is again generated by bi , ai , φi , ψi , however φi and ψi now
transform as sections of E∨ and E respectively. The OPEs between the φ and ψ are governed by
the pairing between sections of E∨ and E. The sheaves MSV(X,E) carry a natural structure of
graded sheaves of vertex algebras. If, in addition, X is a Calabi–Yau, and one fixes a choice of the
nonzero holomorphic volume form, then each of the sheaves MSV(X,E) acquires a conformal
structure, as well as an additional affine U(1) current J (z) on it.

The goal of this section is to construct more explicitly a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf of
(X,E) for a particular class of X and E. Specifically, if X is a codimension one subvariety in
a smooth variety Y and E is determined by a global holomorphic one-form on a line bundle
W over Y , then we will be able to calculate MSV(X,E) in terms of the usual chiral de Rham
complex on W .

Let π : W → Y be a line bundle over an n-dimensional manifold Y with zero section
s : Y → W . Let α be a holomorphic one-form on W which is linear with respect to the natu-
ral C∗ action on W , i.e. for λ ∈ C

∗ the following holds λ∗α = λα. Consider the locus X ⊂ Y

of points y such that α(s(y)) as a function on the tangent space T Ws(y) is zero on the vertical
subspace.

Locally, we have coordinates (y1, . . . , yn) on Y . The bundle W is trivialized so that the coor-
dinates near s(y) are (y1, . . . , yn, yn+1). The homogeneity property of α implies that it is given
by

α =
∑

i

yn+1Pi(y1, . . . , yn) dyi + P(y1, . . . , yn) dyn+1. (4.1)

In these coordinates X is locally given by P(y1, . . . , yn) = 0. We assume that X is a smooth
codimension one submanifold of Y .

Consider the subbundle E of T Y |X which is locally defined as the kernel of s∗α. We will
assume that it is of corank 1. In the local description above this means that Pi and P are not
simultaneously zero. If Pi = ∂iP then E is simply T X. The goal of the rest of this section is to
show how a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf MSV(X,E) can be defined in terms of the usual chiral
de Rham complex of W .

The global one-form α on W gives rise to a fermion field α(z) in the chiral de Rham com-
plex of W . Its residue Resz=0 α(z) gives an endomorphism of MSV(W) and of its pushforward
π∗MSV(W) to Y .
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Theorem 4.1. The cohomology sheaf of π∗MSV(W) with respect to Resz=0 α(z) is isomorphic
to a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf of (X,E).

Remark 4.2. We are working in the holomorphic category, using strong topology. The analogous
statement in Zariski topology will be addressed in Remark 4.16.

Remark 4.3. We identify vector bundles with their sheaves of holomorphic sections. The weight
one component of the pushforward to Y of the sheaf of holomorphic 1-forms on W can be
included into a short exact sequence of locally free sheaves on Y

0 → T Y∨ ⊗ W∨ → (
π∗T W∨)

1 → W∨ → 0.

The global section α as above induces a global section of W∨. Its zero set is precisely X. When
the above sequence restricts to X, the section α|X can be identified with a section of T Y∨|X ⊗
W∨|X , which gives a map T Y |X → W∨|X . We assume that this map is surjective and the kernel
is the bundle E. Thus we have

0 → E → T Y
∣∣
X

→ W∨∣∣
X

= N(X ⊆ Y) → 0.

Consequently, c(E) = c(T X) and the cohomological obstruction of [7] vanishes. However (as
was pointed to us by Malikov), it is still rather surprising that one can make a particular choice
of the twisted chiral de Rham sheaf, distinguished from its possible regluings by elements of the
cohomology group H 1(X, (Λ2T Y∨)closed). In the case E = T X such a choice exists by [7,8] but
there is no clear explanation for this phenomenon in general.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 proceeds in several steps. First, we calculate the cohomology with
respect to Resz=0 α(z) for small conformal weights. Then we calculate the OPEs of the fields we
have found to show that they satisfy the free bosons and free fermions OPEs of the twisted chiral
de Rham sheaf. This implies that the corresponding Fock space sits inside the cohomology. Then
we calculate the new L and J fields in terms of these free fields. Finally, we use induction on
the sum of the conformal weight and the fermion number to show that the cohomology algebra
contains no additional fields.

We work in local coordinates as in (4.1). We have the fields φi , ψi , ai as well as the fields bi

that correspond to the variables yi . In these coordinates, we have

Resz=0 α(z) = Resz=0

(
n∑

i=1

bn+1(z)Pi

(
b(z)

)
φi(z) + P

(
b(z)

)
φn+1(z)

)
.

Observe that Resz=0 α(z) has conformal weight (−1) and fermion number 1. There is also an
additional integer grading by the acton of C∗ and this differential has weight 1 with respect to it.
Let us calculate the cohomology for small conformal weights.

Lemma 4.4. The cohomology sheaf of π∗MSV(W) with respect to Resz=0 α(z) is supported
on X. The conformal weight zero and fermion number zero subsheaf is isomorphic to OX .
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Proof. For an open set UY ⊆ Y , the subsheaf of π∗MSV(W) of conformal weight zero and
fermion number zero is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on π−1UY . The fields that can map
to it under Resz=0 α(z) are of conformal weight one and fermion number (−1). These are linear
combinations of ψ ’s with coefficients that are functions in b’s, which correspond to the vector
fields on π−1UY . The result of applying Resz=0 α(z) amounts to pairing of α with that vector
field. Thus the image is the ideal generated by yn+1Pi and P . Since P and Pi have no common
zeroes, this is the same as the ideal generated by yn+1 and P . The quotient is then naturally
isomorphic to the sheaf of holomorphic functions on UX = UY ∩ X. �
Lemma 4.5. The conformal weight one and the fermion number (−1) cohomology sheaf of
π∗MSV(W) with respect to Resz=0 α(z) is naturally isomorphic to the sheaf of sections of E.

Proof. In the notations of the proof of Lemma 4.4, the conformal weight one and fermion num-
ber (−1) subspace of π∗MSV(W)(UY ) is the space of vector fields on π−1UY . The kernel
of the map consists of all fields which contract to 0 by α. These fields are given locally by∑n

i=1 Qi∂i + Q∂n+1 with

∑
i

yn+1PiQi + QP = 0. (4.2)

Here Qi,Q are functions of (y1, . . . , yn+1). Observe that Q is necessarily divisible by yn+1, so
we have Q = yn+1Q̃ and

∑
i

PiQi + Q̃P = 0.

Since the functions Pi and P have no common zeroes, the corresponding Koszul complex is
acyclic, and the solutions to the above equation are generated, as a module over the functions
on π−1UY , by (Qi = P, Q̃ = −Pi), which corresponds to P∂i − yn+1Pi∂n+1 and (Qi = Pj ,

Qj = Pi) which correspond to Pj∂i − Pi∂j for 1 � i, j � n.
We need to take a quotient of this space by the image of the space of conformal weight two

and fermion number (−2). These are made from second exterior powers of the tangent bundle.
The action is the contraction by α. Consequently, the image is the submodule generated by

yn+1Pi∂n+1 − P∂i, yn+1Pi∂j − yn+1Pj∂i . (4.3)

Let us consider the quotient module. By using yn+1Pi∂n+1 − P∂i we can reduce the quotient to
the quotient of the module spanned by Pj∂i −Pi∂j by the fields spanned by yn+1Pi∂j −yn+1Pj∂i

as well as any linear combinations of the fields yn+1Pi∂n+1 − P∂i which have no ∂n+1. These
are precisely the terms of the form P times any linear combination of Pj∂i − Pi∂j . This means
that we are taking the quotient of the space of sections of the tangent bundle on Y that satisfy∑

i QiPi = 0 by P times these sections. We observe that the result is precisely the sections of
the vector bundle E on UX = X ∩ UY . �

Similarly we can handle the conformal weight zero and fermion number 1 case.

Lemma 4.6. The conformal weight one and the fermion number 1 cohomology sheaf of
π∗MSV(W) with respect to Resz=0 α(z) is naturally isomorphic to the sheaf of sections of E∨.
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Proof. For conformal weight zero and fermion number 1, we are looking at the quotient of the
sheaf of differential one forms on W by the image of Resz=0 α(z) of the sheaf of fields of the form
f

j
i (b)φiψj + gi(b)ai . The quotient by the image of the first kind of fields is simply the fields of

the restriction of T W to X. Indeed, these are simply obtained by multiplying the cokernel of the
differential at conformal weight zero and fermion number zero by φi .

For 1 � j � n we have

Resz=0 α(z)aj =
∑

i

bn+1∂jPiφ
i + ∂jPφn+1.

Since bn+1 is trivial in the cohomology, we can reduce this to ∂jPφn+1. Since the functions ∂jP

have no common zeroes (because X is smooth), we see that φn+1 lies in the image and is trivial
in cohomology. It remains to take the quotient by the module generated by Resz=0 α(z)an+1. We
have

Resz=0 α(z)an+1 =
n∑

i=1

Piφ
i.

Thus we see that the cohomology fields of this conformal weight and fermion number are natu-
rally isomorphic to the sections of the dual bundle of E. �
Remark 4.7. The above calculations give us the fields that will correspond to the free fermions
of MSV(X,E). Let us calculate their OPEs. Clearly, OPEs of the fields from Lemma 4.6 with
each other are trivial and similarly for the OPEs of the fields from Lemma 4.5. Let us calculate
the OPE of a field from Lemma 4.6 with a field from Lemma 4.5. We can take an old φj to be a
representative of a field from Lemma 4.6. Then its OPE with

∑
i Piψi is

∼ 1

z − w
Pi.

Since the pairing between E and E∨ is induced from pairing between T X and T X∨, we see that
our new fields have the pairings expected for the fields of MSV(X,E).

Assume for a moment that Pn = 0 and P = yn. Then the following fields will provide the gen-
erators of the cohomology with respect to Resz=0 α(z). We will show that they always generate
the cohomology a bit later, in Lemma 4.12. For now we will just study their OPEs.

Definition 4.8. For 1 � j � n − 1 consider

b̂j := bj , φ̂j := φj , ψ̂j := ψj − PjP
−1
n ψn,

âj := aj −
n∑

i=1

(∂jPi)P
−1
n φiψn − 1

2
P −2

n ∂jPn(Pn)
′.

Here (Pn)
′ = ∂zPn refers to the differentiation with respect to the variable on the world-sheet.

Also in the i = n term for the summation for âj we implicitly assume normal ordering.
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Lemma 4.9. The fields b̂j , âj , φ̂j , ψ̂j lie in the kernel of Resz=0 α(z) and thus descend to the
cohomology. We have

âj (z)b̂
k(w) ∼ δk

j

z − w
, φ̂k(z)ψ̂j (w) ∼ δk

j

z − w

with other OPEs nonsingular.

Proof. These are routine calculations using Wick’s theorem for OPEs of products of free fields.
It is important to use ∂jP = ∂j yn = 0 for j in the above range.

We will do the more tricky of the calculations and leave the rest to the reader. For example,
let us calculate the OPE of âj (z) and α(w). We have

âj (z)α(w) ∼
(

aj (z) −
n∑

i=1

(∂jPi)P
−1
n φi(z)ψn(z)

)

×
(

n∑
k=1

bn+1(w)Pk(w)φk(w) + bn(w)φn+1(w)

)

∼ (z − w)−1

(
n∑

k=1

bn+1∂jPkφ
k −

n∑
i,k=1

(∂jPi)P
−1
n bn+1Pkφ

iδk
n

)
∼ 0.

The OPE of â and ψ̂ fields is computed as follows:

âj (z)ψ̂k(w) ∼
(

aj (z) −
n∑

i=1

(∂jPi)(z)P
−1
n (z)φi(z)ψn(z)

)(
ψk(w) − Pk(w)P −1

n (w)ψn(w)
)

∼ (z − w)−1(−∂j

(
PkP

−1
n

)
ψn + (∂jPk)P

−1
n ψn − P −1

n (∂jPn)PkP
−1
n ψn

) ∼ 0.

In the above calculations we ignored the dependence of the terms of the coefficient at (z − w)−1

on z versus w, since the difference is nonsingular.
By far the most complicated calculation is the OPE of âj (z)âk(w). This OPE has poles of

order two at z = w. We need to be careful with the second order terms to include the dependence
on the variables. The coefficient at (z − w)−2 is coming from the double pairings of the φnψn

terms and the pairing between the a’s and the (Pn)
′ terms. It is given by

(∂jPn)(z)P
−1
n (z)(∂kPn)(w)P −1

n (w)

∼ −1

2
P −2

n (w)(∂kPn)(w)
(
∂jPn(w)

) − 1

2
P −2

n (z)
(
∂jPn(z)

)(
∂kPn(z)

)
. (4.4)

The above expression is zero at z = w. However, these pairings contribute to the coefficient by
(z − w)−1. Specifically, (4.4) contributes
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∂w

(
(∂jPn)P

−1
n

)
(∂kPn)P

−1
n − 1

2
∂w

(
P −2

n (∂jPn)(∂kPn)
)

= 1

2
P −2

n (∂kPn)(∂jPn)
′ − 1

2
P −2

n (∂jPn)(∂kPn)
′. (4.5)

Note that the pairing between aj (z) and − 1
2P −2

n (w)∂kPn(w)(Pn)
′(w) additionally contributes

to (z − w)−1 term as follows. We have

−1

2
P −2

n (w)(∂kPn)(w)∂w

(
(z − w)−1∂jPn(w)

)
∼ −1

2
P −2

n (w)(∂kPn)(w)∂jPn(w)(z − w)−2 − 1

2
P −2

n (∂kPn)(∂jPn)
′(z − w)−1 (4.6)

of which only the first term was accounted for in (4.4). Similarly, the OPE of
− 1

2P −2
n (z)∂jPn(z)(Pn)

′(z) and ak(w) will yield

1

2
P −2

n (z)(∂jPn)(z)∂z

(
(z − w)−1(∂kPn)(z)

)
∼ −1

2
P −2

n (z)(∂jPn)(z)(∂kPn)(z)(z − w)−2 + 1

2
P −2

n (∂jPn)(∂kPn)
′(z − w)−1 (4.7)

of which the second term is not accounted for in (4.4). Note that the second terms of (4.6) and
(4.7) cancel the contribution of (4.5).

There are additional contributions to the (z − w)−1 term of the OPE that come from other
pairings in Wick’s theorem. We need to consider the pairings of ai and ak with the functions
of b’s. We also need to consider the results of pairings of φnψn terms with φiψn terms. The
coefficient at (z − w)−1 is then calculated to be

n∑
i=1

∂k

(
(∂jPi)P

−1
n

)
φiψn −

n∑
i=1

∂j

(
(∂kPi)P

−1
n

)
φiψn

−
n∑

i=1

(∂jPn)P
−2
n ∂kPiφ

iψn +
n∑

i=1

(∂kPn)P
−2
n ∂jPiφ

iψn

+ 1

2
∂k

(
P −2

n ∂jPn

)
(Pn)

′ − 1

2
∂j

(
P −2

n ∂kPn

)
(Pn)

′ = 0. � (4.8)

In the next lemma we will calculate a Virasoro and the U(1) current fields for the fields of
Definition 4.8.

Definition 4.10. Define

Ĵ :=
n−1∑
j=1

φ̂j ψ̂j , L̂ :=
n−1∑
j=1

(
b̂j

)′
âj +

n−1∑
j=1

(
φ̂j

)′
ψ̂j ,

where we are using the normal ordering from the modes of the free ˆ fields.
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Lemma 4.11. We have the following equalities in the cohomology of MSV(UW ) by Resz=0 α(z)

Ĵ =
n+1∑
j=1

φjψj − (
bn+1an+1 + φn+1ψn+1

) − (lnPn)
′,

L̂ =
n+1∑
j=1

(
bj

)′
aj +

n+1∑
j=1

(
φj

)′
ψj + 1

2
(lnPn)

′′ − (
bn+1an+1 + φn+1ψn+1

)′

where on the right-hand side we are using the normal ordering with respect to the free fields on
π∗MSV(W).

Proof. Let us first try to calculate Ĵ . To calculate the normal ordered products, we subtract the
singular terms of the OPEs to get

Ĵ =
n−1∑
j=1

φ̂j ψ̂j =
n−1∑
j=1

φjψj −
n−1∑
j=1

PjP
−1
n φjψn =

n+1∑
j=1

φjψj − φn+1ψn+1 −
n∑

j=1

PjP
−1
n φjψn.

Consider

α(z)P −1
n (w)an+1(w)ψn(w)

=
(

n∑
i=1

bn+1(z)Pi(z)φ
i(z) + bn(z)φn+1(z)

)
P −1

n (w)an+1(w)ψn(w)

∼ −(z − w)−2Pn(z)P
−1
n (w) + (z − w)−1

(
bn+1an+1 −

n∑
i=1

Piφ
iP −1

n ψn

)

∼ −(z − w)−2 + (z − w)−1

(
bn+1an+1 −

n∑
i=1

Piφ
iP −1

n ψn − P −1
n P ′

n

)
.

Thus,

Resz=0 α(z)
(
P −1

n an+1ψn

) = bn+1an+1 −
n∑

j=1

PjP
−1
n φjψn − P −1

n P ′
n,

so the field Ĵ is equivalent to
∑n+1

j=1 φjψj − φn+1ψn+1 − bn+1an+1 − (lnPn)
′.

The calculation for L̂ is similar though more complicated. The difference between it and the
right-hand side of Lemma 4.11 turns out to equal the image under Resz=0 α(z) of the field

P −1
n ψna

′
n+1 +

n∑
j=1

(∂nPj )P
−1
n φjψnψ

′
n+1 − ψ ′

n+1an.

Details are left to the reader. �
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In the following lemma, we will show that the free fields b̂j , φ̂j , ψ̂j , âj locally generate the
cohomology of MSV(W) by Resz=0 α(z).

Lemma 4.12. Let x ∈ X be a point. Pick a small open subset UX ⊂ X containing x. We can pick
coordinates on Y such that yn = P . By changing yi to yi + yn and possibly shrinking UX we
can also assume that Pn = 0 on UX . Pick UY to be an open subset on Y with UY ∩ X = UX

and denote by UW the preimage of UY in W . Then the cohomology of MSV(UW) with respect to
Resz=0 α(z) is generated by the 4(n − 1) free fields b̂j , φ̂j , ψ̂j , âj , for 1 � j � n − 1.

Proof. From Lemma 4.9 we see that the above fields generate a subalgebra of the cohomol-
ogy. Since we have a description of the cohomology of the conformal weight zero piece as the
functions on UX , we see that their OPEs imply that this subalgebra is the usual Fock space
representation, namely polynomials in negative modes of b̂, â, ψ̂ and nonpositive modes of φ̂,
tensored with functions on UX for the zero modes of b̂.

Let us show that there are no additional cohomology elements. We will first handle the part
of the cohomology where the fermion number plus the conformal weight of π∗MSV(W) is zero.
This is the cohomology of the algebra of polyvector fields on UW with respect to the contraction
by α. We have already seen this at fermion number (−1) in Lemma 4.5. This is a Koszul complex
for the ring O(UW ) and functions yn+1Pi and yn. We can think of it as an exterior algebra over
the ring of O(UW ) of the vector space with the basis ψ̂j , 1 � j � n−1, ψn, ψn+1. Then we have
the Koszul complex for yn+1P and yn for the ring O(UW ) tensored with the exterior algebra
in ψ̂j . It remains to observe that this Koszul complex has cohomology only at the degree zero
term which is equal to O(UX).

We will proceed by induction on the conformal weight plus fermion number. Conformal
weight plus fermion number is simply the eigenvalue of the operator H which is the coeffi-
cient of z−2 of L(z) − J (z)′. By Lemma 4.11, this operator H is equal to the z−2 coefficient of
L̂(z) − Ĵ (z)′. We can write

b̂j (z) =
∑
n∈Z

b̂j [n]z−n, âj (z) =
∑
n∈Z

âj [n]z−n−1,

φ̂j (z) =
∑
n∈Z

φ̂j [n]z−n−1, ψ̂j (z) =
∑
n∈Z

ψ̂j [n]z−n,

where the endomorphisms with index [n] change the H -degree of homogeneous elements by
(−n). We have

H =
∑

n∈Z>0

∑
j

(−n)âj [−n]b̂j [n] +
∑

n∈Z<0

∑
j

(−n)b̂j [n]âj [−n]

+
∑

n∈Z>0

∑
j

(−n)φ̂j [−n]ψ̂j [n] −
∑

n∈Z<0

∑
j

(−n)ψ̂j [n]φ̂j [n]. (4.9)

Suppose we have proved the statement of the lemma for all eigenvalues of H that are less
than some positive integer r . If an element v of the cohomology of MSV(UW) with respect to
Resz=0 α(z) has positive H -eigenvalue r , then we have v = 1

r
Hv. Because of the normal order-

ing, when calculating Hv as in (4.9) one is applying first the modes that decrease the eigenvalue
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of H and thus by induction send v into the subalgebra generated by the ˆ fields. Thus Hv lies in
this algebra, which furnishes the induction step. �
Remark 4.13. While the cohomology of π∗MSV(W) with respect to Resz=0 α(z) is a well-
defined sheaf of vertex algebras, the conformal structure is a priori not clear. In general, to define
a conformal structure for the twisted chiral de Rham sheaf for a vector bundle E one needs to
choose an isomorphism between Λn−1E and Λn−1T X (up to constant multiple). Specifically,
one needs to be sure that in the local coordinates the exterior product of φ̂j corresponds to the
exterior product of db̂j under the dual of the above isomorphism. There is a natural choice of
isomorphism here that works globally for X as follows. We can think of the restriction α|X as
a section of W∨ ⊗ T Y |∨X , or a map T Y |X → W |X. Then it defines a short exact sequence of
bundles on X

0 → E → T Y |X → W |X → 0.

This provides a natural identification of Λn−1E and Λn−1T X. Locally this amounts to the mul-
tiplication by Pn. In the notations above φ̂ and db̂ are not compatible, which accounts for the
presence of the extra term 1

2 (lnPn)
′′ in L̂. Consequently, for the globally defined conformal struc-

ture on the cohomology, we need to use L̂ and Ĵ that are defined for Pn that’s constant on X, in
which case the extra terms in Lemma 4.11 do not appear.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.12 the cohomology is locally isomorphic to a free field
vertex algebra. The conformal weight zero and fermion one and weight one and fermion number
(−1) parts are naturally isomorphic to the sheaves of sections of E∨ and E by Lemmas 4.6 and
4.5 respectively. The statement now follows from [7]. �
Remark 4.14. Let us examine in more detail the field

β = bn+1an+1 + φn+1ψn+1

featured prominently in Lemma 4.11. The action of C∗ on W canonically defines a vector field
which in local coordinates looks like ψC∗ = bn+1ψn+1. Consider the OPE of the field

Q(z) =
n+1∑
i=1

aiφ
i

with ψC∗ . We get

Q(z)β(w) ∼ (z − w)−2 + (z − w)−1β(w).

Consequently, β is the image of ψC∗ under the map Resz=0Q(z). While Q itself depends on the
choice of coordinates, see [12, Eq. (4.1c)], its residue does not. Thus, β is independent of the
choice of the coordinate system.
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Remark 4.15. If in addition the bundle W is the canonical line bundle on Y , then the total space
of W is a Calabi–Yau. It has a natural nondegenerate volume form which is the derivative of
the image in ΛnT W∨ of the tautological section of π∗ΛnT Y∨. Thus, the J field on W is well-
defined as is the field Ĵ on X. In fact, Lemma 4.11 shows that Ĵ is the image in the cohomology
of the field

J − β

where β is defined in the above remark. The field J − β descends naturally to X, which in this
case is also a Calabi–Yau. The particular case when α was a gradient of a global function, linear
on fibers, was considered in [1]. In this case, we get the usual (not twisted) chiral de Rham
complex on X, with N = 2 structure.

Remark 4.16. We observe that Theorem 4.1 holds in the algebraic setting. Namely, if Y , W , X

and α are algebraic, then the statement holds for sheaves of vertex algebras in Zariski topology.
Indeed, the calculations of Lemmas 4.4–4.6 are unchanged. We can pick rational functions yi

and Zariski open subsets UX , UY and UW as before, so that they generate the m/m2 at all points
in UW . Then the partial derivatives of rational functions make sense as rational functions and the
calculations of Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12 and Theorem 4.1 go through as well.

Proposition 4.17. For any affine Zariski open subset UY the cohomology of π∗MSV(W) on UY

by Resz=0 α(z) is isomorphic to the sections of MSV(X,E) on UX = UY ∩ X.

Proof. We can cover UY by smaller subsets on which the statement holds. Then the state-
ment holds on their intersections by localization. The Čech complexes for π∗MSV(W) and
MSV(X,E) for this cover of UY have no higher cohomology, because these sheaves are filtered
with quasi-coherent quotients. Then the snake lemma finishes the proof. �
Remark 4.18. It appears plausible that one can replace the line bundle W by a vector bundle
and apply the calculations of this section to subvarieties X ⊆ Y which are defined by sections of
a vector bundle. In particular, the approach should work for complete intersections of hypersur-
faces.

Remark 4.19. It would be interesting to study to what extent one can use this approach to define
the (twisted) chiral de Rham sheaf for hypersurfaces with some mild singularities.

5. Deformations of the cohomology of twisted chiral de Rham sheaf and CY/LG
correspondence

In this section we want to show that the vertex algebras V(F ·),g of Definition 3.1 are in some
sense deformations of the cohomology of a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf constructed in [6–8]
and further studied in [13]. Specifically, we will show that the cohomology of the chiral de
Rham sheaf for the vector bundle on the quintic considered in [14] is equal to the cohomology
of FockΣ

M ⊕K∨ by the operator D(F ·),g defined in Section 3. Our method also shows how one
can produce more examples of calculations of cohomology of twisted chiral de Rham sheaf on
hypersurfaces and complete intersections.
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Let xi , 0 � i � 4 be homogeneous coordinates in P
4. Let F i = xiR

i , 0 � i � 4 be homoge-
neous polynomials of degree 5 as in Section 3. Consider the lattice vertex algebra FockΣ

M ⊕K∨
and the operator

D(F ·),g = Resz=0

( ∑
m∈�

0�i�4

F i
mm

ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z) +

∑
n∈�∨

gnn
ferm(z)e

∫
nbos(z)

)

from Section 3.

Theorem 5.1. The cohomology of FockΣ
M ⊕K∨ with respect to D(F ·),g is isomorphic to the coho-

mology of a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf on the quintic
∑4

i=0 F i = 0 given by Ri .

Proof. Consider the canonical bundle π : W → P
4. Over the chart xj = 0 on P

n the coordinates
on W are xi

xj
, i = j and sj . The coordinate changes are sk = sj (

xk

xj
)5. The data (F i = xiR

i) give
rise to a 1-form in an affine chart xk = 0 defined as

αk = x−4
k sk

4∑
i=0

Ri(x) d

(
xi

xk

)
+ 1

5
x−5
k

4∑
i=0

xiR
i dsk.

It is easily checked that these forms glue together to a global 1-form α on W which is of weight
one with respect to the C

∗ action on the fibers. The vector bundle E on X = {∑i F
i = 0} con-

structed from this form in Section 4 is isomorphic to the bundle considered in [14].
All further arguments are essentially identical to those of [1]. One considers the cover of P4

and its canonical bundle W by toric affine charts. The cone K∨ is subdivided by a fan Σ . The
cones of this fan correspond to toric charts on W . It was already seen in [1] that for a chart that
corresponds to a face σ of K∨, the sections of the chiral de Rham complex on W correspond to
the cohomology of FockM ⊕ σ with respect to

Dg = Resz=0

∑
n∈�∨∩σ

gnn
ferm(z)e

∫
nbos(z).

By Proposition 4.17 the cohomology of a twisted chiral de Rham sheaf MSV(X,E) of X =
{∑i xiR

i = 0} is isomorphic to the cohomology of FockM ⊕ σ /Dg by the Resz=0 α(z). It is a
routine calculation to check that this corresponds precisely to the cohomology via

Resz=0

4∑
i=0

∑
m∈�

F i
mm

ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z).

The spectral sequence for the cohomology of the sum degenerates, as in [1, Proposition 7.11].
This shows that the sections of the twisted chiral de Rham sheaf over the open chart are isomor-
phic to the cohomology of FockM ⊕ σ by D(F ·),g .

Toric Čech cohomology as in [1, Theorem 7.14] finishes the proof. �
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Remark 5.2. We observe that the fields J and L defined in Proposition 3.5 correspond precisely
to the fields J and L of the twisted chiral de Rham complex. This is simply a matter of go-
ing through the calculations. The field β of Remark 4.14 turns out to be (deg∨)bos. The degbos

part in Proposition 3.5 comes from the description of chiral de Rham complex in logarithmic
coordinates, see [1, Proposition 6.4].

We are now ready to remark on Calabi–Yau/Landau–Ginzburg correspondence for (0,2) the-
ories. Consider the vertex algebras which are the cohomology of FockM ⊕K∨ by D(F ·),g as (F ·)
is fixed and g varies. If we fix gn for n = deg∨ and let gdeg∨ go to ∞, then in the limit the action
of D(F ·),g starts to resemble its action on FockΣ

M ⊕K∨ , after an appropriate reparametrization.
This is the Calabi–Yau limit of the theory. The Landau–Ginzburg limit occurs for gdeg∨ = 0, as
in the N = 2 case.

Remark 5.3. We do not know whether passing from the cohomology of FockΣ
M ⊕K∨ by D(F ·),g

to the cohomology of FockM ⊕K∨ by D(F ·),g does not change the dimension of the graded pieces
of the cohomology. From the physical point of view it is conceivable that instanton corrections
result in some reduction of the dimension of the state space of the half-twisted (0,2) theory.

6. Chiral rings

In this section we discuss the consequences of the machinery of [1,2] as it applies to the
algebras V(F ·),g .

First, we observe that we can replace the cone K∨ by the whole lattice N .

Proposition 6.1. The algebra V(F ·),g can be alternatively described as the cohomology of
FockM ⊕N or FockK ⊕N by D(F ·),g .

Proof. This statement for the usual algebras Vf,g is called the Key Lemma in [1] because of
its importance to mirror symmetry. The argument is unchanged after one replaces the Koszul
complex for C[K] and logarithmic derivatives of F by the Koszul complex for C[K] and Fi . �

As in the N = 2 case we define operators HA and HB by

HA = Resz=0 zL(z), HB = Resz=0
(
zL(z) + J (z)

)
.

We then define the chiral rings of the theory as the parts of the vertex algebra where HA = 0 or
HB = 0. The calculations of the paper [2] apply directly to this more general setting. Consider the
commutative ring C[K ⊕ K∨]. Consider the quotient C[(K ⊕ K∨)0] by the ideal spanned with
monomials with positive pairing. Consider the endomorphism d(F ·),g on C[(K ⊕K∨)0]⊗Λ∗MC

defined by

4∑
i=0

∑
m∈�

F i
m[m] ⊗ (mi∧) +

∑
n∈�∨

gn[n] ⊗ (contr.n). (6.1)

It is a differential by a calculation similar to Proposition 3.2.
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Theorem 6.2. For generic F · and g the eigenvalues of HA and HB on V(F ·),g are nonnega-
tive integers. The HA = 0 part is given as the cohomology of the corresponding eigenspace of
FockK ⊕K∨−deg∨ . As a vector space, this is isomorphic to the cohomology of C[(K ⊕ K∨)0] ⊗
Λ∗MC by d(F ·),g from (6.1). The HB = 0 part comes from the corresponding eigenspace of
FockK−deg⊕K∨ . As a vector space it is isomorphic to the cohomology of C[(K ⊕K∨)0]⊗Λ∗NC

by an operator similar to (6.1) where one replaces all wedge products by contractions and vice
versa.

Proof. One follows the argument of [2]. �
Remark 6.3. It would be interesting to compare this description of chiral rings to other known
statements about the (0,2) theories, see for example [9]. It also appears that the work of [11] is
closely related to this paper.

Remark 6.4. It is possible, in the quintic case, to completely calculate the products in the chiral
rings. However, this will be in the set of coordinates that is somewhat different from the usual
Kähler parameters. We plan to return to this topic in future research.

7. Concluding comments

The main philosophical outcome of this paper is a simple observation that (0,2) string theory
in toric setting (at the level of half-twisted theory) is quite amenable to explicit calculations. The
quintic case is however somewhat special, because one is dealing with a smooth ambient variety.

The most general possible toric framework to which one can hope to extend this setup should
also combine the almost dual Gorenstein cones explored in [3]. From this perspective the most
generic ansatz that we wish to make is the following.

Consider dual lattices M and N with elements deg ∈ M and deg∨ ∈ N . Consider subsets �

and �∨ in M and N respectively with the properties

� · deg∨ = deg ·�∨ = 1, � · �∨ � 0.

In addition, the cones generated by � and �∨ should be almost dual to each other, in some sense.
It is possible that the technical definition of [3] would still be appropriate, but since it might not
be, we feel that it may not be wise to present it here.

Consider the lattice vertex algebra FockM ⊕N . Pick a basis mi of M and ni of N . Then one
needs to consider collections of complex numbers F i

m and Gi
n for all i, m ∈ �, n ∈ �∨ such that

the operator

D(F ·),(G·) = Resz=0

(∑
i

∑
m∈�

F i
mm

ferm
i (z)e

∫
mbos(z) +

∑
i

∑
n∈�∨

Gi
nn

ferm
i (z)e

∫
nbos(z)

)

is a differential on FockM ⊕N (and in fact we want the OPE of the above field with itself to be
nonsingular).

Then we would like to consider the cohomology of FockM ⊕N by the above differential. The
hope is that under some almost duality condition the Key Lemma of [1] still works and we can
then show that this cohomology satisfies HA,HB � 0.
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It is not clear what, if any, geometric meaning one would be able to ascribe to a generic family
of algebras obtained in this fashion, but they appear to be very natural constructs to study. In this
context the (0,2) mirror symmetry would simply correspond to a switch between M and N .
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